Cardiovascular Stress in Football Referees

Kardiovaskulärer Stress bei Fußball-Schiedsrichtern

Summary

 › Problem: As opposed to athletes, the cardiovascular strain of referees during a competition is neither systematically explored nor included in their cardiovascular screening programs.
 › Methods: Twenty-one referees from the two upper Luxembourgish football divisions were monitored during and after a match with an ambulatory Holter electrocardiogram. The results were compared to a sports cardiological check-up including a maximal incremental test on the treadmill.
 › Results: During the match, the referees evolved in average 17%, 32%, 34% and 17% in the “regenerative” (≤80% of the HR of individual anaerobic threshold, IAT), “extensive” (80 - 87.5% IAT), “intensive” (87.6 - 102.5% IAT) and “high intensive” (>102.5% IAT) zones. During the match, the mean (154 ± 11 bpm, mean ± SD) and maximal HR (180 ± 10 bpm) were only slightly lower than at the IAT (161 ± 9 bpm) and the end of the treadmill test (183 ± 11 bpm), respectively. ECG only revealed minor arrhythmias both during Holter monitoring and ergometry on the treadmill, but a higher incidence of premature beats during the 1.5h of the match than during the 15.5h off-match period. One referee showing significant ST segment depressions during the match suffered from a sudden cardiac exercise-associated event two years later.
 › Conclusion: Football referees experience significant cardiovascular strain. A systematic endurance training is indispensable for football referees. Regular health monitoring, including a maximal exercise test on a treadmill ergometer, should be recommended not only for athletes but also for football referees.

Zusammenfassung

 › Fragestellung: Im Gegensatz zu den Sportlern wurde bei Schiedsrichtern die kardiovaskuläre Beanspruchung während eines Spiels bisher weder systematisch untersucht noch in kardiovaskulären Screening-Programmen berücksichtigt.
 › Ergebnisse: Während des Spiels befanden sich die Schiedsrichter im Durchschnitt zu 17%, 32%, 34% und 17% in den Bereichen „regenerativ“ (≤80% der Herzfrequenz an der individuellen anaeroben Schwelle, IAT), „extensiv“ (80 - 87.5% IAT), „intensiv“ (87,6 - 102,5% IAT) und „hochintensiv“ (>102,5% IAT). Die mittlere Herzfrequenz (154 ± 11/min, Mittelwert ± SD) und die maximale Herzfrequenz (180 ± 10/min) lagen während des Spiels nur geringfügig niedriger als an der IAT (161 ± 9/min) bzw. am Ende des Laufbandtests (183 ± 11/min). Das EKG zeigte sowohl im Langzeit-EKG als auch auf dem Laufband insgesamt nur geringgradige Arrhythmien, aber eine höhere Inzidenz von Extrasystolen während der 90 min des Spiels im Vergleich zu den 15,5 Stunden außerhalb des Spiels. Ein Schiedsrichter, der während des Spiels signifikante ST-Strecken-Senkungen aufwies, erlitt zwei Jahre später ein plötzliches kardiales Ereignis im Training.

Introduction

For nearly twenty years, sudden death during physical activity has become a concern of high priority in the field of sports medicine. In professional athletes as in football, these deaths were highly publicized in popular media and led to major discussions and regulations. Besides these cases of well-known athletes, there is a much higher number of less prominent unknown athletes of all ages suffering the same fate. A Danish working group published data on the frequency of sudden cardiac death (SCD) among young people under the age of thirty-five years during sports activities and in general (29). This study reported a rate of SCD in young people of 2.8 per 100 000 person-years and about 11% of the SCDs occurred in the age group until 35 years during sports activity. Following these alarming events, research has
been launched all over the world and sudden death prevention programs have been initiated (16). In Italy, a systematic program to detect the risk of competitive athletes, through systematic annual clinical examinations including an electrocardiogram (ECG) at rest has shown to result in a dramatic reduction in sudden death among athletes (7). The rationale for a systematic implementation of cardiac screening as well as its content is however still debated (15).

In the wake of several tragic incidents during football matches before the European Championships 2008, the European Football Association (UEFA) established a mandatory annual cardiovascular screening program at rest for all players of the participating teams.

Concerning international referees, the International Federation of Football Associations, FIFA only requires a medical certificate and for referees over the age of 45 on a case-by-case basis additional specific medical examinations and fitness testing. Among the aggravating factors for suffering a cardiac incident during sports, besides the physical intensity of the exercise, mental stress also plays an important role. Cardiac complications such as myocardial infarction could be demonstrated during natural disasters, like earthquakes (23), but also during the World Soccer Championships in 2006, where German spectators, watching games of their own national team on television, had a two times higher risk to suffer a cardiovascular event (28). In rugby, one study showed that referees have a relatively greater cardiac risk (1 referee died per 3000 -hours) than athletes (1 per 50000 hours) due to their higher age, their cardiovascular risk profile and their often-poorer physical condition. The on field mental stress may furthermore be another aggravating factor. To the author’s knowledge, no study has however been published on the specific cardiovascular strain of football referees. There are only a few studies dealing with orthopedic problems and muscular injuries (1) or describing the physical abilities in tests and the distances covered during a match (3-5, 8, 25-27). Therefore, this study has the following two objectives:

1. To study the cardiovascular health, including risk factors, and the running endurance physiological performance of referees in the first national football division in Luxembourg.

2. To evaluate cardiovascular stress, in terms of physical and psychic constraints, during a football match and the influence of endurance on cardiovascular reactions.

The study was approved by the Medical Faculty of the University of Strasbourg, France and the University of Luxembourg. All 23 referees operating in the 2 upper football divisions of Luxembourg, including 9 “FIFA” and 14 “non-FIFA” referees, were informed about the study via the national football federation. Twenty-one participants gave their written informed consent to participate in the study.

During the first part of the study, from August to September, participants underwent a sports medical examination. The anamnestic and clinical examination as well as a venous blood analysis were conducted by a physician experienced in sports cardiology. The risk of sustaining cardiovascular events was assessed according to the Systematic Coronary Risk Evaluation (SCORE) based on gender, age, total cholesterol, systolic blood pressure and smoking status (2). Blood pressure was measured on both arms after 5 minutes in a supine position. The body mass index was determined with the results of measuring height and weight. Then, a 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) at rest and during a treadmill ergometer test (slope of +0.5 % and starting at 2.0 m/s, increasing every 3 min by 0.5 m/s until maximal volitional exhaustion) with capillary blood lactic measurements during exercise and the first 10 minutes after exercise to determine the individual anaerobic lactate threshold (IAT - 21) were performed. Blood pressure was taken manually on the left arm according to Riva-Rocci at the 2d and 3d stage during exercise as well 5 minutes after the end of the exercise. A high blood pressure during exercise was defined according to (21).

In the second examination-period from September to May, the referees received a 3-lead ECG Holter before, during and after an official match. The ECG holter was placed either at the referee’s home or at the locker room a few hours before the match. Nine different stressful situations were pre-defined by an UEFA assistant referee (start of the match delayed due to any inconvenience, recalls or expulsions of a coach, penalties, yellow cards for a player who has committed an infringement of the game rules, red cards for a player who has committed a rule violation, stoppage of the match due to an assault on the refereeing body, match interruption due to an object throw / an invasion by spectators or animals / bad weather, post-match protest and serious injuries requiring substitution) and notified during each match by the same referee, together with the exact timing. By synchronizing the match referee clock with the Holter ECG time marker, an exact time assignment could be made between ECG events and the stressful situations. Each documented stressful situation was compared to the events of the Holter ECG and the HR was analyzed 30 seconds before, during and 30 seconds after. After the match, ECG Holter devices were worn until the next morning, allowing a total of 17-hour recording. The ECG recordings were evaluated by a physician experienced in sports cardiology. A detailed analysis of the HR was made during the 145 minutes of...
the critical phase period surrounding/covering the match. The HR was recorded every 30 seconds during this time. The intensity of effort was determined by attributing the HR during the match to one of the following 4 categories: "regenerative" = < 80 % of the HR measured at the IAT on the treadmill; "moderate" = 80 – 87.5 % of the HR measured at the IAT on the treadmill; "intensive" = 87.6 – 102.5 % of the HR measured at the IAT on the treadmill "high intensive" = > 102.5 % of the HR measured at the IAT on the treadmill.

### Results

Twenty-one (91 %) of the male referees agreed to participate in the study (age 36±8 years – range 21-50; height 179±6 cm, weight 84±10 kg; BMI 26±2 kg/m2). Seventeen referees showed at least one cardiovascular risk factor, and 2 referees had even 4 risk factors. Three subjects reported a myocardial infarction of the father at age below 55 years, 3 had a blood pressure at rest of above 140/90 mmHg, 2 were smokers or stopped less than 3 years before, 6 had a LDL cholesterol above 1.20 g/l, 2 a HDL cholesterol less than 0.40 g/l, 14 were overweight, 1 obese and none had diabetes. All subjects were at low SCORE risk of sustaining cardiovascular events within the next 10 years (2). The maximal performance on the treadmill was 15.8 ± 1.2 km/h at a maximal HR of 183 ± 11 beats per minute (bpm), the IAT as a marker of running endurance was 12.5 ± 1 km/h at an HR of 161 ± 9 bpm. Three referees showed an elevated blood pressure profile during and after exercise (2d stage, HR 148 ± 12 bpm: 172 ± 25 / 81 ± 9 mmHg: 5 min after exercise: 131 ± 17 / 81 ± 8 mmHg), two of whom with an elevated and one with a high-normal blood pressure at rest.

Twenty-one matches, one per referee, were investigated, 13 matches in the 1st and 8 in the 2nd division of the Luxembourg football league. The average duration of the match was 94 ± 4 min. Figure 1 shows an example of HR recording during and off-match. During the match, the mean HR was 154 ± 11 bpm, the maximum HR 180 ± 10 bpm. The average distribution of the intensity of effort is available in Table 1. There was a very weak inverse relationship (p ≤ 0.05) between running endurance (IAT) and the maximum HR increase during the match, however influenced by the small number of subjects and some outliers.

A total of 94 stress situations were notified during 19 of 21 games: 0x start of the match delayed due to any inconvenience, 2x recalls or expulsions of a coach, 7x penalties, 76x yellow cards

The resting ECG revealed no pathological findings: Three referees showed an incomplete right bundle branch block, 1 an atrio-ventricular block of first degree (PQ interval 224 ms, normalizing during exercise), and 1 a deviated left axis with left anterior hemiblock. The ECG events in the ambulatory Holter monitoring during and outside the matches, as well as during the treadmill ergometry are shown in Table 2 (see supplemental material online). During the treadmill ergometry, only 5 referees demonstrated minor arrhythmias. During the game, almost all referees had isolated premature ventricular (PVC) and/or supraventricular contractions (PSVC). Related to time, ventricular arrhythmias were more frequent during the 1.5 h of the match itself compared with the approximately 15.5h off-match period. There was no clear relationship between the occurrence of the arrhythmias during the Holter monitoring during or outside the matches and the arrhythmias seen during the treadmill stress tests.

### Discussion

Football referees experience a considerable cardiovascular strain during matches. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to this day, which analyses the cardiac response in football referees during a football game and compares the results with a maximal exercise test in the ergometric lab.

The distance covered during a football match by an international field referee has been measured to be 11.200 ± 1050 m (8), which is quite similar to that of the players. It results that running endurance plays a crucial role in the physiological profile of a soccer referee (3). According to the few international studies carried out in England and Italy, the anaerobic threshold in professional football referees is between 11 and 14 km/h (5, 27). Referees should aim at an IAT of not lower than 90% of the level of the field players of the same level. By comparing with the German leagues (20) and according to our tests on the national level (unpublished results), running endurance (IAT) of a football referee could be considered as “good” if it is > 13 km/h, as “sufficient” if 12.5 - 13 km/h and as “insufficient” if < 12.5 km/h. In our study, on average, the IAT was just sufficient with

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regenerative</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Intensive</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Repartition of the different intensities during the 21 matches according to the individual anaerobic threshold (IAT, measured on treadmill).

---

**Results**

A total of 94 stress situations were notified during 19 of 21 games: 0x start of the match delayed due to any inconvenience, 2x recalls or expulsions of a coach, 7x penalties, 76x yellow cards for a player who has committed an infringement of the game rules, 5x red cards for a player who has committed a rule violation, 1x stoppage of the match due to an assault on the refereeing body, 0x match interruption due to an object throw / an invasion by spectators or animals / bad weather, 1x post-match protest and 2x serious injuries requiring substitution. There were no situations of stress in the other two games. Sixty-three goals were scored, with an average of 3 goals per match. The stress situations were accompanied by a significant increase (p < 0.01) in the HR of 16 ± 10 bpm. Figure 1 shows the HR during the match with the most stress situations for one referee as well as his HR at the IAT on the treadmill.

The resting ECG revealed no pathological findings: Three referees showed an incomplete right bundle branch block, 1 an atrio-ventricular block of first degree (PQ interval 224 ms, normalizing during exercise), and 1 a deviated left axis with left anterior hemiblock. The ECG events in the ambulatory Holter monitoring during and outside the matches, as well as during the treadmill ergometry are shown in Table 2 (see supplemental material online). During the treadmill ergometry, only 5 referees demonstrated minor arrhythmias. During the game, almost all referees had isolated premature ventricular (PVC) and/or supraventricular contractions (PSVC). Related to time, ventricular arrhythmias were more frequent during the 1.5 h of the match itself compared with the approximately 15.5h off-match period. There was no clear relationship between the occurrence of the arrhythmias during the Holter monitoring during or outside the matches and the arrhythmias seen during the treadmill stress tests.

In one referee (number 14 in Table 2 (see supplemental material online); Figure 2) an asymptomatic ST-segment depression was found during the first 30 minutes of the match during two periods of elevated HR (160 respectively 176 bpm; maximum HR 184 bpm during the match and 186 bpm at the ergometric test; at the IAT of the treadmill test 164 bpm). During the treadmill ergometry, there were no significant ST-segment changes. This 47 year old referee presented an overweight with a BMI of 27.7 kg/m2, an elevated blood pressure at 140/90 mmHg and a treated hypercholesterolemia. In the follow-up, a myocardial scintigraphy during maximal cycling ergometry had been asked without showing significant abnormalities. However, two years later, he suffered a sudden cardiac event during training.

---

**Discussion**

Football referees experience a considerable cardiovascular strain during matches. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to this day, which analyses the cardiac response in football referees during a football game and compares the results with a maximal exercise test in the ergometric lab.

The distance covered during a football match by an international field referee has been measured to be 11.200 ± 1050 m (8), which is quite similar to that of the players. It results that running endurance plays a crucial role in the physiological profile of a soccer referee (3). According to the few international studies carried out in England and Italy, the anaerobic threshold in professional football referees is between 11 and 14 km/h (5, 27). Referees should aim at an IAT of not lower than 90% of the level of the field players of the same level. By comparing with the German leagues (20) and according to our tests on the national level (unpublished results), running endurance (IAT) of a football referee could be considered as “good” if it is > 13 km/h, as “sufficient” if 12.5 - 13 km/h and as “insufficient” if < 12.5 km/h. In our study, on average, the IAT was just sufficient with
12.5 km/h, while 9 of the 21 referees had an insufficient running endurance.

During the match, the mean HR (154 bpm) was only slightly below the mean HR of the IAT (161 bpm) and corresponded to 84 % of the maximum HR of the treadmill ergometer test (mean value 183 bpm). This is in accordance with another study of the Italian group, reporting that a referee reaches 85 to 90 % of the maximum HR during a match (9). On average, during the match period, the referees were at 83 % in an intensity zone below their individual anaerobic threshold, while 17 % of the time, the intensity of the match was in a predominantly anaerobic zone, known to go along with progressive lactate accumulation over time.

The ECG recordings in our study revealed only minor arrhythmias during the treadmill ergometry as well as during the Holter monitoring. However, a higher number of premature ventricular and supraventricular extrabeats were observed during the match compared to the 10-times longer off-match period. No clear relationship could be observed between the occurrence of the arrhythmias during the Holter monitoring during or outside the matches and the arrhythmias seen during the treadmill stress tests. The case of the one referee with significant ST-segment depression during the match, but not during maximal treadmill test despite reaching the same maximal HR and with an unsuspicious myocardial scintigraphy, raises questions because he suffered from a sudden cardiac exercise-associated event two years later. It may be speculated, that at this time still latent coronary abnormalities i.e. spasms could have been induced by the specific stress exposition of the match, exceeding the testing situations in the ergometric and cardiac lab, despite maximal volitional effort have been achieved.

Regarding the cardiovascular stress, the age and the cardiovascular risk profile of the tested referees, regular monitoring should be recommended for football referees. The average age of the referees tested was 36 years and the vast majority (17 of 21) had at least one cardiovascular risk factor. According to the Euro Score (2), all subjects had a low risk of presenting a cardiovascular event in 10 years. The treadmill test revealed an elevated blood pressure response to exercise in 3 subjects including one with a high-normal value at rest, which has been described as at risk for a new-onset of hypertension (21). In the medical check-up for the eligibility of subjects engaged in more intense sports activities, and does not depend only on running endurance measured by IAT. Other direct measures of the metabolic stress during the match, for example, lactate or stress hormone concentrations, were not performed.

In this population with low pre-test probability, the exercise ECG has shown a low positive predictive validity and increases the costs by subsequent evaluations of false-positive findings concerning the detection of coronary artery disease (9, 12, 15, 17, 18, 24). The reported low sensitivity may be influenced by a tendency of stopping exercise tests at a submaximal level because of the reaching of some target heart rates, which is not recommended and limits the sensitivity (9, 12, 13, 30). Treadmill tests, as performed in the present study, are reported to have a higher ability for the detection of significant coronary artery disease than tests on cycle ergometer (10). Besides clinical indications in many cardiac and pulmonary diseases (6), a recent review, places exercise testing as a first-line work-up in the algorithm for the evaluation of athletes with premature ventricular beats for the revelation of underlying structural especially myocardial or electrical disease and risk stratifying (30). There are other indications for exercise tests in athletes, such as the evaluation and of blood pressure with prediction for new-onset hypertension (21) and metabolic and pulmonary response, the utility of a baseline status useful for the future assessment of a possible cardiac complication, the psychological assurance especially of beginners as well as providing objective performance diagnosis and individual training recommendations.

A critical point of our study is that it is not possible to completely differentiate physical stress from psychic stress during the match. The exact distance performed during a football match could not be calculated due to the lack of highly specialized and expensive video material, but this would probably not change the conclusions of the study. The physical performance of referees in a football match, also characterized by repetitive sprinting activities, and does not depend only on running endurance measured by IAT. Other direct measures of the metabolic stress during the match, for example, lactate or stress hormone concentrations, were not performed.

In conclusion, the main finding of our study is that football referees experience significant cardiovascular strain during football matches: mean HR was at 84 % of maximal HR tested in treadmill ergometer test. The intensity zone was above their individual anaerobic threshold during 17 % of the time, stressful situations resulted in a significant increase of the HR, and an increased number of ventricular and supraventricular arrhythmias was observed compared to off-match period. Regarding the cardiovascular stress, the age and the cardiovascular risk profile of the tested referees, regular monitoring (annually), including a test of maximum effort, for example on a treadmill ergometer, should be recommended for football referees.
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